
  2020 
in a nutshell 

Education during lockdown

It became an educational crisis the world had never seen before. The 

corona pandemic put the whole world � at on its back, and education as 

well. For children in developing countries in particular, a school that is 

closed has disastrous consequences. This is why we worked on better 

education in 2020, but even during lockdown we made sure to keep the 

focus of both the students and parents on their classes.
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In keeping with the motto ‘Everybody back to 

school’ we help the schools to start up again. 

Yishak (Ethiopia): “We keep our distance from 

the teacher, don’t borrow pens from each other 

and wash our hands all the time. But that is no 

problem, I am just so happy that I can go back to 

school!”

We provide an education 
for refugee children

907
teachers received 
additional training

39,221  
refugee children 
went back to 
school 

2,325
teachers received 
additional training

129,041 
children received 
better schooling

We provide good 
basic education We give young people 

a chance to land a job

335
teachers 
were trained

6,912  
young people followed 
vocational education

Millions of children, young 
people and their parents listened 

to our school radio broadcasts

We keep children and their 
 parents focused on classes 
when schools are closed

In 20 EcoSTARSchools in Malawi, 20,000 

students not only enjoy a higher level of 

quality of their classes, they also learn how 

you can � ght against climate change by 

taking good care of the Earth.

Rehema (group 8): “It’s great to have 

 classes outside and I learn how to look 

after myself and the environment.”

In 20 EcoSTARSchools in Malawi, 20,000 

In keeping with the motto ‘Everybody back to 

Lockdown or not, the harvest does not stop. This is why our project in Uganda, where young people are educated to become enterprising farmers, continued as well. Obviously all the necessary protective measures are followed there. 

Lockdown or not, the harvest does not stop. This 

Adam (Ghana) is happy that his children can learn from home thanks to school radio, instead of getting into all kinds of unsafe situations out on the streets. “You learn a lot from the broadcasts. Now I know how to encourage my children to learn, I can follow their daily schedule and I am in contact with their teachers about homework.”



On edukans.nl/jaarverslag you will � nd all the results and � gures

Take action for 
a good education. 

Our spending

44,143
private donors, schools, business-

es, funds and other organisations 

 support our work.

Total income from fundraising: 

€ 7,168,989

Despite receiving less money in 2020, because of the corona crisis, Edukans chose 
to spend as much as possible on development cooperation. We fi nanced our 
regular work and additional projects like the school radio broadcasts during the 
lockdown. This way, we ensured that students continued to focus on their classes. 
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61.1%  development cooperation 

16.1%  recruitment costs

  8.7%  information

  5.4%  education exchange

  5.1%  capacity building

  3.6%  management and administration

Total spending: 

€ 7,899,337  




